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 Grab the ratchet driver with 7/16ths socket and open end wrench. Tighten the
 vertical bolts snug. Leave the horizontal bolt hand tight for strap size adjusting
 with board in rack.

                                                                                                                                                                Secure DD rack on snowmobile following on line directions..                                               
                                      

                                                                                                   

Awkwardly place bolt going through strap and spacer
block inside the rack. Thread bolt into insert inside piece
of front snowboard bracket hand tight.If the holes in rack 
do not line up with holes in bracket.Drill a bigger size hole 
on plate of rack so holes line up. 

After you have the bolt threaded into the insert hand tight.Use 
the ratchet with the extension on it and 7/16th socket and tighten
                                Snug. 
  

Use the 7/16th open end wrench,ratchet with extension and
7/16ths socket and tighten vertical bolt as shown. 

                                Step #8a

                                Step #8b
     

Step #7

Step #9

Step #10

Step #10

Place rear snowboard bracket on DD rack. Put washer on 2 3/4”
bolt and drop 2 3/4” bolt into top vertical hole of bracket.If the bolt

has some resistance,use the ratchet driver with the 7/16ths socket, and
ratchet bolt through untill threads come out the bottom of the bracket.

 Place washer and nut on hand tight.

Grab the 2 3/4” inch bolt and 8 “ strap with ladder piece. Place washer 
on 2 3/4” bolt and put bolt through middle holes of strap. Slide bolt into

    horizontal hole of rear snowboard bracket.If the bolt has some resistance
        use the ratchet driver with the 7/16ths socket, and ratchet bolt through untill

               threads come out the bottom of the bracket.Place washer and nut on hand tight.

Step #11Step #11

Step #12

Step #13

  Step #13b

  Step #13a

Step #14

                                                                                                       Grab your snowboard and place in the rack The tail goes towards
                                                                                                            the running boards.(13a) The brackets go in-between the bindings.(13b) . 

                                                                                                           
                                                                                           Adjust strap length using holes in strap to proper length..  

                                                                                                  Use open end wrench and ratchet driver with 7/16” socket and tighten bolts
 snug. 

                                                                                     
                       

                                                                                                             Step #15
                                                                                             Check bolts regularly and make sure they are tight.

                                                                                              Go sledshredding  A.S.A.P
                                                                                             Contact us @ dave@cheetahfactoryracing.com with any questions

                                                                                              1-877-894-1880
                                                   

                                                                                                                                 Questions or problems 
                                                                                                dave@cheetahfactoryracing.com

                                        
                                         

                            
                           Step #14

                                 
                               om


